
The Confederate Exodus to Brazil

Edwin S. James of Rock Hill has written a fascinating ninety-one page account of

the removal of a number of Chester, York, and Lancaster families to northern Brazil at

the end of the Civil War, following these families down to the present. In 1941 James

first met a descendant of one of those who migrated. In 1942 he was at Amapa, a village

on the Amazon River, helping to construct an emergency air strip and searching for

possible Nazi submarine hiding places. One night he was given refuge from the jungle

by an illiterate blond, blue-eyed Brazilian who had a small rosewood box with a small

silk Confederate flag glued to the bottom.

Fascinated by many such adventures, Mr. James has collected stories and has

visited, both in Brazil and the American South, numerous descendants of those who

emigrated to Brazil in the 1860s. In 1991 he wrote his findings under the title "The Last

Confederates Live in Brazil, A Lecture." He delivered the lecture a meeting of the

Chester District Genealogical Society and at a public meeting at the York County Library

to appreciative audiences, some of whom were descendants of the Brazilian settlers.

(Carolina names mentioned include Gaston, Miller, Hall, Wise, and Ferguson.)

Mr. James gave the York County Genealogical and Historical Society a copy of

his lecture (he is also the treasurer of our Society). We thank him and feel we should add

that we wanted to condense the material for The Quarterly but were inadequate to the

task. The combination of numerous anecdotes and Mr. James own inimitable writing

style defeated us. Instead, we will simply print the last two pages of the lecture in which

he so well sununarizes the impact of the ex-Confederates on Brazil and Brazil's impact

on the Southerners:

"The arriving Confederate generation and those first bom in Brazil remained aloof

and clannishly to themselves, refusing on the whole to mix with or to accept Brazilian

culture or society. However, with the next generation Confederate sentiments gradually

changed.

"Slowly they integrated into the Brazilian world about them. As time passed and

Brazil advanced industrially and economically, descendants of the Confederates

gradually left the land and moved away from Santa Barbara and Americana to the

surrounding towns and not so distant cities of Campinas, Sao Paulo, and Rio de Janeiro.

"The Confederates had brought to Brazil, not only a technical stimulus such as the

plough, the kerosene lantern, and a light type of horse 'buggy' common in the South, but

new to Brazil, but also introduced a host of new methods and ideas on agricultural








